Analysis of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization quadrupole time-of-flight collision-induced dissociation spectra of simple precursor ions and isobaric oligosaccharide ion mixtures based on product ion intensities and pattern recognition.
Qualitative analysis of glycomic tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) data based on m/z values of product ions alone is widely used, and often sufficient for analysis of single analytes. However, most complex glycomic mixtures contain multiple isobaric oligosaccharides, in which case this approach is often limited. Here we show how ion intensity information can be used in order to enhance MS/MS data analysis, and extract both qualitative and semiquantitative information from complex glycomic MS/MS datasets. A matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization quadrupole time-of-flight (MALDI QTOF) mass spectrometer was used in this study. We compared the intensities of product ions within a single product ion series, determined by their length, across the whole glycomic MS/MS dataset. In order to detect discernable patterns, the intensity data was normalized to the intensity of each product ion within the series. In most cases, normalized data yielded easily discernable patterns, relevant either for analysis of specific glycomic structure types, or mechanistic MS studies. We used our approach on a glycomic sample consisting of human milk oligosaccharides. The approach yielded useful results for both qualitative and semiquantitative analyses. All normalizations performed were not equally rich in information and the information content of generated tables was not possible to predict. These analyses were shown to be independent of instrument manufacturer. Our approach enabled more detailed qualitative analysis of MS/MS spectra of precursor ions containing isobaric oligosaccharide structures. While limited semiquantitative information could be extracted from the raw data as well, the accuracy of this method should be significantly enhanced when standard calibration mixtures can be prepared. Copyright © 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.